English
Non-fiction texts – Space and Neil Armstrong
Whole Class Text – ‘Space Ant’ by Celia Warren
Main Writing outcomes
Can I write a biography about Neil Armstrong?
Can I create an information page using headings about
a planet?
Can I write a fantasy story based on ‘Space Ant’,
introducing new characters and settings?
Can I create a persuasive poster about protecting
Earth?

MFL
N/A

Computing

PE

Can I create a slide show
using Google Slides?
Do I know how to stay safe
when using the internet?
Can I log onto a laptop
independently?

Gymnastics
Fitness training

Do I understand that History is about
things in the past?
Can I explain why someone is important
or significant in our lives?
Can I explain why Neil Armstrong is a
significant person from the past?

Geography
Can I keep a daily record of the weather?
Can I explain how the weather changes
throughout the seasons?

Can I make a constellation picture?
Can I draw a lifecycle of a star using pastels?
Can I work in the style of Van Gogh to create a
starry night?

Maths
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Do I understand the place value of 2-digit
numbers?
Can I recall my number bonds to 5,6,7 and
10 and use them to solve word problems?
Can I identify the properties of 3D shapes?
Can I identify halves and quarters?

WOW visitors and experiences
Launch: Design and create a moon buggy to be
tested at ‘Cringleford Space Centre’.
Landing: Moon Buggy Competition to test which
Moon Buggy travels the furthest in a straight line.
Marshalled by our Year 5 Space experts.

History

Art & design / DT

Visits / experiences: Visit from Norwich
Astronomical Society (Seething Observatory)

RE Christianity
Stories from the Bible
Do I know what a Good Samaritan is and how he
helped Jesus?
Can I retell the story of Jesus calming the storm?
Can I discuss the story of the wise man and the
foolish man?

Science
Seasons – How does the amount of daylight change
throughout the year?
What are the different types of extreme weather?
Materials – Can I compare and contrast different materials?
Which materials float or sink, can I make a prediction?
How do I know if a material is transparent, opaque or
translucent?
What is the best material to make a rocket out of?

What happened in the Sermon on the Mount?

Music
Can I perform space themed
songs?
Can I represent sounds of the
weather through music?

PSHE
Can I be a kind
and positive
citizen in my
class?

